JTC-SEAS MOU for EE Buildings
During the World Cities Summit on 3rd June, SEAS and JTC signed an MOU to collaborate on
energy efficiency and other sustainability solutions for buildings in JTC business parks and
industrial estates.

Under this three-year MOU, JTC and SEAS will form a working committee to review and
provide recommendations for energy efficiency solutions such as harnessing solar energy,
converting manufacturing waste to energy, improved lighting technologies, and energy
management and control system to help monitor energy for better use. The following JTC
industrial estates featuring a good mix of industries and business tenants will come under
review:
•

Blk 15 Woodlands Loop;

•

Blk 20 Woodlands Link;

•

Blk 22 Woodlands Link;

•

7 Changi Business Park;

•

9 Changi Business Park;

•

15 Changi Business Park;

•

20 Ayer Rajah Crescent;

•

9 Jurong Town Hall Road

SEAS will be providing JTC a ready pool of expertise to recommend and develop sustainable
solutions that can bring about savings in operating costs through improved processes and
technologies, such as solar panels, new lighting technologies and new sustainable materials
for buildings. The feasibility studies and test-bedding projects with SEAS will also be a step
towards implementing successful technologies on a large scale throughout its estates and
buildings which will result in potential costs savings that can be passed down to its tenants.

“This collaboration brings a good opportunity for SEAS members, many of whom are SMEs in
the sustainable energy sector, to develop their technologies through test-bedding, and
implementing their innovations through real applications in JTC buildings. This grows the
sector further and as the representative organisation for sustainable energy companies in
Singapore, SEAS looks forward to bringing such solutions to JTC buildings and its tenants”,
said Ms Kavita Gandhi, Executive Director of SEAS.
Blks 15 Woodlands Loop, 20 and 22 Woodlands Link have been identified for collaboration
projects in 2014 and some SEAS members have already gone on site visits to these locations.
Potential projects include installation of solar PV panels and energy efficient lighting. More
project pipelines are expected to be developed soon.

